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 The Colt Balok Show Announces   

 
“Parents Speak Out On Covid’s Contribution To Son’s Suicide” 

 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. – The Colt Balok Show’s mission is to inspire everyone to be their best self and 
connect one human to another; the issue of mental illness and suicide collides directly with our core 
princples. Landon Fuller, an outgoing 11 year old from Hobbs, NM, committed sucided, and the parents 
are breaking silence that the COVID-19 stay at home order has contributed to Landon’s death.  
 
 On Sunday, August 2nd, Landon’s parents, James and Katrina Fuller, will tell their story. James and 
Katrina had a beautiful and normal family.  After writing in his journal that he couldn’t handle being 
away from friends, he took his dad’s gun and shot himself. The parents are speaking out about the 
events of the day and the issues that no one is talking about during isolation.  
 
“I couldn’t believe it,” Colt Balok, the Host of the show, said. “Landon seemed to be one of the most 

adorable kids.” After reading the incident in the newspaper, Colt needed to understand why. “When I 

saw his picture on the front page paper, I knew that I had to reach out to his parents.  I wanted to help 

them out in some way.” With the show’s mission to connect one human to another, Balok wants to 

discuss this tragic issue that no one is talking about while understanding how we all can help others 

going through pain.  

 

The show has always been about going deeper than just surface level. No matter the guest, Balok has 

always tried to find a way to understand people while inspiring others to do the same. “This interview 

will be the heaviest interview I’ve ever done.” Balok said. “This subject is something we have barely 

scratch the surface on. I couldn’t imagine what these parents are going through. This is the worst thing 

to happen to any parent. I want to help them and help others who are depressed.“  

 

The Colt Balok Show and uStudios are pleased to welcome James and Katrina Fuller for this episode. The 

event will air on the CW station at 11 AM on Sunday August 2nd. The event will include advice for those 

suffering from Dr. Christella Mata-Hartshorn. In honor of Landon, the event will also  include a song 

performance by local talent Jackson Chant. 
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